The results of recent experiments investigating spin effects in hadronic high momentum transfer scattering are reviewed.
INTRODUCTION
I will review recent spin measurements in hadronic reactions, concentrating on the higher momentum transfer range, with P± ~ 1 GeV/c .i Momentum transfers of ~i GeV/c are not exactly high but for some reactions are the highest that are available.
One general characteristic of high momentum transfer hadronic processes is the low cross sections, cross sections which fall continuously with increasing momentum transfer.
A complete spin amplitude analysis of a particular reaction requires the measurement of final state as well as initial state polarizations. This final state polarization determination usually involves a rescattering, decreasing the event rate by a factor of I00 below the unrescattered processes.
With present polarized beam and targets, carrying out the necessarily large set of initial and final state polarization measurements is only feasible at modest momentum transfers in a straightforward reaction such as p-p scattering. However, at higher momentum transfers the low rates preclude such a set of measurements and a complete spin amplitude analysis.
So, we do what we can. What we can measure are spin effects involving a single particle and, with a polarized proton beam and target, two particles, enabling us to determine p-p cross sections in pure initial spin states. They have been studied in inclusive processes, as in the production of polarized A ° and protons using unpolarized proton beams, or, using polarized beams or targets, to create asymmetries in reaction products such as pions.
They have been studied to modest momentum transfers in the exclusive process Pt + p ~ ~++ + n and to substantial momentum transfer in elastic p-n scattering. The P-Pt elastic scattering process is of course the most intensively studied with single particle asymmetry measurements now up to 300 GeV/c beam momentum.
The 12 GeV/c polarized proton beam at the ZGS has made possible the investigation of two particle p-p spin effects, with measurements now to p2 = 5 (SeV/c) 2 l SPIN PARAMETERS I will now discuss the spin parameters which are measured in the various reactions. Fig. 1 shows a ..,..~PIk) PAR~ME'T3ER. COklVE)a-rlOkl 2 shows the type of experiments we will consider and the Wolfenstein spin parameters which are determined (again, using the Ann Arbor Convention).
For one polarized particle, beam or target or one of the reaction products, the measurement is always of an asymmetry -for example to determine the asymmetry parameter for vertical polarization, A=(n,0,0,0), one measures the difference between the number of events with up and down beam polarization divided by the sum.
Since the beam polarization is never I0~ one must divide by it to get the pure state asymmetry. Equivalently, from rotational invariance, one could measure the number of left scatters minus right scatters over the sum and divide by the beam polarization.
To determine a polarization parameter, H~.e ~.
as for the A °, P=(0,0,n,0), A '--Hm-,(~ A = p~T + /~:~_ one measures the asymmetry r~ ,())+,(~) N~'~)+N(~4,)+~(~4.)+.~(~ in the A ° decay and divides Fig. 2 by the known A ° asymmetry parameter. These asymmetry and polarization parameters are perhaps easiest to visualize as the possible measure of a spin-orbit coupling, in analogy with atomic and nuclear physics.
For two polarized particles one measures correlations -determines the dependence of the event rate on the product of the two particles' polarizations.
So A nn is the difference between the event rate with parallel and antiparallel polarizations divided by the sum, the It will be of use later to note that since A = 0 at 90 ° CM in pp scattering, because of particle identity and rotational invariance, the spinup and spin-down parallel cross sections become equal there.
SPIN EFFECTS WITH ONE POLARIZED PANICLE INCLUSIVE REACTIONS
I will now discuss experiments involving one polarized particle, the measurement of a single asymmetry, and will begin with inclusive experiments.
I will first consider reactions in which the incident beam is unpolarized and the polarization of a scattered particle is measured.
One Their new ± data and the previous 300 GeV data are shown in Fig. 4 .
It is evident that the 400 GeV data tracks the 300 GeV -with a possible flattening at the higher P±.
One should note that the observed A ° may be partially from ~o decay, with a consequent dilution of the measured polarization.
The initially produced A ° may have a considerably larger polarization. They also measured A° polarizationconsistent with zero, as indicated on the figure. Their conference presentation also showed evidence for a significant ~o polarization, ~i0%.
In addition they looked for an indication of proton polarization through a two step process producing A ° but saw none. Why such strong rio polarization, but nothing for ~o? A possibly pertinent difference is that A ° are leading particles, carrying the valence quarks, the A° are not. Wicklund commented that perhaps the mechanism might be a low energy resonance production process.
In the theory panel presentation, Kane said that in a reasonable QCD model, at high P and energy, the A ° polarization should disappear.
The ~roup intends to test this next year at a P of ~6 GeV/c.
±
The lack of proton polarization in a high transverse momentum inclusive process was also observed (at the i~ 6 level) in a recent Brookhaven experiment, Carroll et al. , wit~ 28 GeV/c protons on platinum. They measured the pol~ arlzation of 7 GeV/c scattered P~gto ns at a Pi =l.46~eV/c. Since this corresponds to nearly 90 ° in the cms the p-p process would not be expected to give an asymmetry, but there is no such restriction on p-n scattering. On carbon they observe -~% polarization --they attribute the difference to rescattering of the recoil proton by the carbon nuclei in the target, creating a proton polarization going into their polarimeter much larger than that from the primary reaction.
$ J 1%=7 GeV/c,t,.63 t ,I,
• They interpreted their large x (forward production) results in terms of a baryon-exchange model and concluded they were essentially looking at backward ~-p scattering. In more recent work, Aschman et al. I0, they used 7.9 GeV/c protons from Nimrod at Rutherford Lab to study asymmetries in inclusive proton and pion production in PPt scattering. They estimated the dilution factor from previous experiments to obtain a measure of the pure proton asymmetry, shown using the right hand scale, obtaining a dramatic -6~ at P ~2 GeV/c. Inclusive ~-asymmetry as a function of momentum transfer, 12 GeV/c pt p collisions,
This is very exciting, the largest inclusive asymmetry seen at high P , if it ± holds up when they complete their analysis.
The asymmetry in inclusive produced ~-at x = 0 has been studied at 6 and 12 GeV/c here at the ZGS by an ArgonneIndiana collaboration. Some preliminary results presented at this conference by Gray are shown in Fig. 9 . They are mostly at low momentum transfer and the asymmetry is small, at the few percent level. They hope to use their final data to test QCD calculations. presented at Tokyo. They have data at 2, 3, and 6 GeV/c -on the latter run covering practically the full angular range• Fig. ii shows their 6 GeV/c data.
I have shrunk their p-p plot to align the t scales.
90 ° CM corresponds to It l = 4.8, and p2 = ± 2.4 (GeV/c) 2
It is clear that the pin asymmetry is completely unlike the ptp past the Itl = 1.5(GeV/c) 2 region, going dramatically negative to -.3 at 90 ° CM and going further negative in the backward hemisphere.
These appear to be the highest elastic symmetries observed at high transverse momentum.
Turning now to the higher energies, asymmetry measurements at substantial transverse momenta were made in a recent experiment by the CERN-Oxford-Annecy coll~boration, Crabb et al 15
• ' PPt elastic scattering at 24 GeV/c.
Their results are shown in Fig. 12 . Their data for Itl < .9 were published earlier. 15 The pp asymmetry parameter generally appears to hold in the few percent range, with evidence for a significant 2 negative Value, -(10415%) or so at It l ~ 3.5(GeV/c) The asymmetry parameter appears to be down at the -15% level at the higher energies at I tl = 1 (GeV/c) ~ . 
SPIN EFFECTS WITH TWO POLARIZED PARTICLES
Now I would like to discuss some experiments involving two polarized particles.
In these experiments both the asymmetry parameter and the spin-spin correlation parameter are simultaneously measured.
The experiments are P?Pt elastic scattering, using the ZGS polarized beam and a polarized target. A Rice University group has very preliminary data on Ann also in the 1 to 3 GeV/c range which was presented at this conference by Mulera.
A representative plot relating some of their results to other experiments is shown in Fig. 17 . They are in agreement with the large value of A = .6 nn at wide angles.
The NorthwesternArgonne group has used a solenoid and beam magnet system to rotate the beam polarization vecto~ into the longitud~nal (L) and transverse (S) directions in the scattering plane. The magnet for their polarized proton target is constructed to allow the target polarizations also to be longitudinal and transverse as well as normal to the scattering plane. Therefore they can measure the entire set of initial state correlation parameters.
With this setup they carried out and previously reported a 6 GeV/c experiment, Auer et ai.24, the first high statistics measurement of CSS.
They found this parameter went almost linearly down from zero to -.2 at 1.2(GeV/c) 2. In a very recent The past two years our group, a collaboration of Argonne, Michigan, and others, also has been working here at the ZGS investigating two-spin effects in elastic p-p scattering.
We have studied the momentum transfer dependence at 11.75 GeV/c and the energy dependence at 90 ° CM, with beam momenta from 1.5 to 11.75 GeV/c.
In our experiment the beam and target spins are oriented perpendicular to the horizontal scattering plane, in the n direction, the polarization of the scattered and recoil particles are unmeasured.
We determine the Wolfenstein parameters A and Ann and the associated parallel and antiparallel pure spln state cross sections discussed at the start of the talk.
nuring this two year period of running the average extracted polarized beam intensity at our target has increased from 2~5 109 per pulse to just over i0 I0 per pulse. With this increase in intensity we have been able to extend our measurements out to 90 ° CM at 11.75 It is of obvious interest that the spin difference becomes sizeable just after the end of the diffraction peak region -where the! spin averaged differential cross section slope has decreased about a factor of • BOFIGHINI etal lO&14G4V/c averaged rl(Gee)' data increased our p2 ranqe ±2 from 2 to 3.6 (GeV/c) . 28 The A and A behavior is nn shown in Fig. 21 . Both parameters have decreased smoothly.
The dotted curve through A "to nn guide the eye", dra~n with a dip and rise at P~ = ± 3.6(GeV/c) 2, was obviously pure hope -a flat "guide" curve would have been equally reasonable. A is consistent with zero, necessary for identical particle scattering at 90 ° CM. Since A is small the spin parallel up and down cross sections are essentially equal.
We will call their average the spin parallel cross section.
We have plotted the ratio of this average parallel cross section to the antiparallel cross section on a log scale in Fig. 23 . This ratio reaches a factor of four in the 90 ° CM region. Clearly we will need better statistics at this GeV/c 2 p~ region. The spin parallel cross section is falling less rapidly, consistent with the same e_l.6p ± 2 dependence of the ISR results in this range of momentum transfer.
The interesting speculation is that if the antiparallel cross section continues to fade away high momentum transfer p-p scattering may end up occuring only in spin parallel states.
As mentioned earlier, we have also been studying the energy deDendence of the elastic p-p spin-spin interaction at 90 ° CM, at the maximum p2 for a given energy. i Our data are from two runs, the first with beam momenta dence for a flattening out at the A N .i value nn above PLAB N 4 GeV/c. Ann increases sharply at a laboratory momentum of 9 GeV/c which corresponds to p2 of 3.8 (GeV/C) 2, close " p2 to the where we observed Ann increasing abruptly at 11.75 GeV/c; the first sign of a rise there was at p2 = 3.6(GeV/c) 2. So at 1 these close-by energies at least, the rapid increase of the spin parallel cross section over the antiparallel is occuring at To put the data in some perspective, I have to note that our momentum transfer range is small compared to the p-p spinaveraged data at higher energy.
The dences we see here will continue and that the parallel cross sections will dominate at higher energy and momentum transfers.
But it is clear from the one and two spin experiments that there are dramatic spin dependences at high transverse momentum and continued investigation of these phenomena should produce further exciting results.
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